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A BETTER FUTURE ?

analysis 

* We can not build without a political/economic solution: analysis, solutions, 
laws. A system of society/law must be invented, and then a way to get it 
(overcoming distortion of democracy by Capital). This sheet proposes a certain 
solution, worked out in detail elsewhere. 

* Trading of products and services is (should be) a protection for the people 
that produce them. To be fair this demands equal power between all people. 

* The things that go wrong without justification, are the result of the greedy and
unaccountable management invested in by the gambling private financiers for 
their own sake (Capitalist distortion of the free markets). 

solution 

* All investment money becomes a democratic tool, no more private gambling 
with people's lives by the unproductive financial investment sector. 

* Companies become democracies when the business starter leaves. Starter 
gets compensation and a share of future profits. 

* Land for nature and public utility is subtracted from the total of the Nation 
first, what remains is divided equally. What you can do with it is limited by 
democratic government to prevent chaos. You can not sell/lose this right, but 
you can rent it out. 

* Sectors of productivity where competition for consumer favor does not work 
because there can't be enough competitors or the cost of bankruptcy is too 
high that it can't be allowed anyway, are directed by democracy/negotiation. 

* Money is transferred to a new national currency to flush out private Capital. 
The money and debt of people is transplanted to the new money, but a 
maximum (30 times average?) is set for everyone, what is more is not 
transplanted to the new money (it stops existing). 

* The maximum size of a Nation will be 100 million voters, each Nation will be 
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fully sovereign. 

method 

* First thinking about (this and/or other) solutions, improving them where 
needed. See for theory, Constitution proposal, technology: 

                   http://law4.org

A PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT ? 
* Make sure the conditions are favorable: no international war threat because of 
these changes, National majority which has declared itself openly in favor. 

* Group per 100 or (a little?) more, elect one voter block housekeeper. This 
housekeeper is responsible for proper voting procedure. Elect a delegate / 
representative. Any delegate can be replaced at any moment if the voters of its 
block elect someone else.

* Delegates group geographically per 50 or more to form Local Government. 
Then elect from between yourselves a chair person, it has no vote, it is 
responsible for the associated voter block housekeepers. The Local Government 
Council: decide on a Council name by majority vote, handle emergency 
situations, set and publish your agenda points. Unless they are emergencies, 
agenda points can only be handled if they have been 7 days on the public 
agenda. Proposals for new law require more time: 2 month' on the agenda. 
Taking this delay serious prevents chaos. 

* If there are a lot of delegates, grouping again together you can form 50 groups
of delegates, each sends one delegate for Local Government. Monday 1st and 
3rd of the Month in the city-center or first suitable location to its North, or first 
suitable location to the east of the line city center / North by rotating that line 
around the city like the arm of a clock. Tuesday the same in neighborhoods. 
Wednesday on 4 O'Clock in the neighborhoods in the street which sorts lowest in
the alphabet. Thursday the delegates which have been elected by other 
delegates in the city center or neighborhood center. 

* When you get things right, look at other cities and make sure they get it right. 

* Divide the Nation in blocks not larger then 100 million potential voters. Divide 
that in 50 blocks with about equal numbers of delegates. Each 50th of the 
Nation's delegates elects one delegate for National Government. This Country 
Council works like the Local Government Councils. Decide if you need a King 
Elect, if so, elect one (one could organize a dual vote: King/Queen yes/no, if you 
had to choose: whom). Note that this King only has Government power if the 
delegates create Chaos and the Courts agree this is the case, even then it will 
have to be re-elected after 1 year. See for rules-proposal and King-election 
system the Constitution proposal (King is oldest in the Electoral Committee (EC),

http://jhwh.be/
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the EC is elected in a complicated way - the EC sets election dates). 

* It is a system of Law, not a system of unlimited representative power. The 
Local Government deals with local problems and can make law to the degree the
Country Council allows it. The Country Council handles National issues, 
maintains the Constitution and Currency, solves problems between Local 
Governments. The Courts maintain the system: Courts of Justice solve legal 
disputes, Judge Courts judge potential mistakes there, and the National Law 
Court interprets the Law if there are legal disputes on the meaning of the Law. 
There is no rules higher then the Constitution. The Police enforces the Law. The 
Courts will have to accept the new Laws, but all law that does not conflict with 
the Constitution, remains as is, until it is explicitly changed by the proper legal 
procedure. 

* Take responsibility for the Nation, and be accountable. Uphold the law, fight 
crime. The Country is not embedded in an International nanny system. The 
Country is fully sovereign to do what it wants. You will get the kind of country 
according to the effort put in. 

                   http://law4.org

Copy/distribute this sheet at will. Please do ! If you like this, distribute especially along peace
demonstrations. That's where thinking about society is most serious. 1% coverage or less

should be more then enough. With a nice graphic on the back, it may appear more friendly and
less theoretical/amateurish. 

This flag symbolizes a reversed bull head that becomes a scale in the shape of 
an Omega. It therefore represents peace, a bull down on its back, and it also 
represents democracy, scales that count the votes. 

Having it upright represents therefore peace, and having it upside down 
represents war. When a nation (or group) goes to war that uses this flag 
(somewhere), it should reverse this flag. That signals to everyone that the 
nation/group is at war, and would involve more people in the decision making 
about war and peace. This more intense scrutiny can both ratify a war locally, 
and the flag in the hands of individuals supports a convenient method of 
democratic voting about what the war/peace status should be according to the 
person having that flag. People that turn their flag upside down favor war, 
others favor peace. One flag for war and peace: cost effective! 

When a nation wages war under a banner of peace (upright flag), they are 

http://jhwh.be/
file:///home/joshb/Downloads/flag.html
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signaling that their war does apparently not bear public scrutiny either of the 
world or the population, since they tried not to incite such public scrutiny by 
pretending to be at peace. Obviously the concerning leaders will have some 
excuse about this, but if they hide their actual status, this could be used 
against them in a future court where they may face charges for war crimes, 
such as waging secret and therefore not ratified war in breach with their social 
contract and the expectations of the local and world People. Lying and "secret 
government" would be one of the worst type of offenses possible for leaders, 
an act of war against the local people and the people of the world, probably the
worst crime against democracy possible. 

 
Sign Petition: http://  law4.org  /petition DAVID has no central command, 
party rigor or leadership class, it is strictly an idea only. Feel free to use and 
abuse or change the symbol, the changes reflect your opinion. 

Symbol

A purple triangle pointed down, tip inverted and sunk in black. Tools displayed 
in the left-right center of the triangle, in the top half, red and white. In bottom 
half centered left-right in the triangle, two white triangles across each other, 
one pointing up the other down, the center hexagonal divided in 3 horizontal 
parts. Top part blue shows a drop coming from a cloud in darker blue; bottom 
part green shows twelve equally sized blocks in darker green; middle part red 
shows many triangles with tips pointing down in darker red, a few have the tip 
pointing up; the upper triangles row is not red but yellow, and stands on a light 
blue background, some of the red triangles below these yellow triangles are 
also on a blue background; the lowest triangles row stands on a light green 
background. On top of triangle a yellow Omega symbol, stretched to fit, with 
(rounded) triangle shaped gap and rounded top. Above the words "democratic 
government, democratic companies, democratic finance, democratic 
resources," leafs left and right to triangle, bottom field of background shades to
black, top field shades to a thin light blue. 

Meaning

What is the imagined meaning of all this nonsense. 

A triangle inverted stands for representative democracy, the base is on top, the
leaders on bottom. The inverted tip of the triangle signifies corruption in the 
leadership, aiming to attack the democratic people. The inverted triangle sunk 
below without touching and colored black, means defeat of this corruption. 
Another reading would be that a leadership class which was lifted above the 
pyramid, has missed the inversion of the lower part of the pyramid, and is 
consequently pushed from above top to below bottom. The triangle color purple
stands for wisdom, the flattened tip pointing down stands for plural 
government, no singular focus. The three fields inside the two white triangles 
and the triangles stand for the 4 main points of the program: democratic 
finance (blue), democratic businesses (red), distribution of resources (green), 
and surrounding it the democratic government (white triangles). The white 

file:///home/joshb/Downloads/petition/petition.html
file:///home/joshb/Downloads/petition/petition.html
file:///home/joshb/Downloads/petition/petition.html
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triangle (2D pyramid) with point down represents focusing a decision by the 
many, the white triangle with point up represents following this decision by the 
many. The red triangles are democratic businesses interacting while the yellow 
row stands for monopoly sector service groups (limited nationalized industry) 
and the few red triangles on blue background represent special sectors of 
industry neither fully monopolized and neither fully free floating in the markets,
the blue drop from cloud is public capital investment, the green squares are 
distributed resources. While the businesses are fluid and unlimited, the 
resources are fixed and measured, and capital is coming from an infinite source
but carefully applied. The few tip pointing up red triangles are businesses just 
started, allowed to not be democratic. `Keyboard and broomstick' is a variation 
on `hammer and sickle.' The keyboard and broomstick mean this is a working 
class world (everyone works, no gambling / ruling class), the nobility, or what's 
left of it - essentially crime - is sunk in black below. They kill each other, have 
nothing to offer anymore. The cresting Omega signals democracy, the omega 
has the shape of a scales: counting votes. The pyramid shape of the Omega's 
gap means the importance of reason, not personal allegiance to leaders, as a 
leading principle, taking over the role of the lost tip. The tip of this pyramid 
balances the Omega, meaning that the most important idea is democracy. The 
Omega stands victorious above the defeated Alpha: Omega stands for the 
downtrodden, while the `A' stands for power hierarchy. This configuration 
suggests the defeat and scatter of the Alpha (Capital letter), and the 
assumption of power of those that were below. The purple triangle is held in the
air by the handle of the Omega, transferring power from the base to the tip. 
This signals self reliance, as well as technological progress (flying). The bottom 
black triangle stands on the Earth, meaning it is void of technology, pressed 
into darkness between the naked animals. The greenery on the sides signal 
victory and sovereign power. The size of the purple triangle and the black 
triangle, reflect the moment when the `Alpha' (pro war) people are 
outnumbered by the `Omega' (pro peace) people sufficiently, to create this 
situation of inverse hierarchy for the first time. 

Why

Why another party. 

It isn't a party, it is just an idea. I'm kind of tired with parliamentary parties, 
and however much they may mean well, it is very difficult to get anywhere. 
Therefore this is an abstract non-party. Everyone can display its symbolism 
freely, signaling their aims. When they don't deliver on the aims, it is they 
personally who lose credibility, not the abstract idea(s) itself, ideas are harder 
to corrupt. There are 4 main points in the program, therefore it is important to 
have this in the symbol. It is so easy to fiddle a little with a party program, it 
won't be so easy to fiddle with a symbol. Naturally meaning can be eroded, but 
not as easily completely rewritten as a party program or party practice. 

Do I think this is a good idea ? 

I don't know. I just enjoy doing it. There are so many shades of opinions, 
therefore it might be useful to narrow this down, make it more explicit. It does, 
for instance, have a market economy, which may be quite different from other 
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models. I suppose that just subtle changes to the hammer and sickle symbols 
may work, but that will be a little too easily lost. A little symbolism isn't wrong, 
it can be a convenient way to communicate, a sort of visual language. 

Will the meaning of this symbol change if you change this site ? 

The 4 main points remain and are named. They can be implemented in many 
different ways. It is possible that the proposed Constitution will change in 
detail, but if it changes dramatically, it should no longer fit the symbol. Don't 
count on the proposed Constitution changing in major ways, though. 

Why `DAVID.' 

It was `DGCFR' before: Democratic Government, Companies, Finance, 
Resources, resulting in sentences like ``the dgcfr star-seal ...'', it isn't easy to 
say and remember the letters. Since the two triangles are also known as a 
David-star, I searched for matching terms, and they unexpectedly matched 
very well, even better (except possibly for `venture', which means `business', 
`company' here; the `high risk' connotation isn't a bad thing). Government = 
Authority, Companies = Ventures, Finance = Investments, Resources = 
Demarcations. `Venture' also has something of `adventure,' and adventure is 
life. Asked Neturei Karta for objections to use this name/symbol, received none,
so it should be OK ... 
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